FAQ’s
1. Few words about Lara
Mr. Ramesh, a founder and director of Lara Technologies worked in Top
MNC companies like IBM, GE and Wipro for almost 9 years. With this rich
industry experience, He started Lara in 2005. In these 11 years of training,
He trained more than 38,000 people so far. More than 90% of trained
students placed in various Top MNC companies. Every company knows
“Lara technologies” as a best and only training center for Java, J2EE and
Frameworks.
2. Main course content

















Core Java
SQL
JDBC
Web designing (HTML,
HTML5, CSS and CSS3)
Web Programing (Java
Script, JQuery, JSON,
AJAX and Angular JS).
ANT, Maven, SVN, JUnit,
Log4J and Eclipse.
Servlets
JSP
Design Patterns (Core
Java and Web
application patterns)
XML
WebServices
Struts2.0
Hibernate
Spring
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(Detailed course content given at the end of the brochure)
Why you have to choose Lara to learn Java, J2EE and Frameworks
We have very rich industry experience. Our course content is very suitable
to every company requirement. We had completed almost 140 batches so
far. Batch by batch, content and examples are increasing to make the
training very effective. We are focusing every concept which is required for
interviews and for project development. We are already proved that, “the
best in India”. Our Laraites only best employees in any project
development. Finally 100% Job Guarantee.
What is the teaching style in Lara
Every concept is with full of examples. Without example, no concept is
driving. Concept by concept with a clear link, even non computer student
also can understand very easily.
Lab facility in Lara?
Complete one floor is allocated for lab. You can bring your lappy and
practice in the lab. If you don’t have lappy, then you can use our desktops.
You can work as much time as you wish. There will be instructors to help
you while you are in struck.
Evaluations/Tests in Lara
After every topic, there will be one exam. Immediately after exam, key will
be released. Within 2 to 3 days results will be announced.
Materials and exercises.
There are two types of materials. One is Lab manual, where you can find
only examples for all the concepts. 2nd one is FAQS, where you can find
questions and answers, which are asking in the interviews. For every topic,
exercise will be provided at the end. Material will be provided for every
topic separately in the class room itself. If you miss on the day of material
distribution, then you have to take photo copy by taking from your friends.
Logical coding and algorithms?
We are covering all logical coding and algorithms, which are very much
required for the interviews. We are focusing on,
1. Number system
2. Data Structures (arrays, stack, queue, linked lists)

3. Strings related
4. Patterns related (Triangles and Pyramid)
5. File Handling related.
9. Projects in the course?
Prototype development in various skills,
After SQL, we will design the database for one case study with all table
relations, like
one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many. Then we will develop a CRUD
(create, read, update and delete) in various skill combinations.
1. Core Java and JDBC
2. Core Java and Hibernate
3. Servlets/JSP and JDBC
4. Servlets/JSP and Hibernate
5. Struts2.x and JDBC
6. Struts2.x and Hibernate
7. Spring DAO and JDBC
8. Spring ORM and Hibernate.
9. Spring MVC and ORM.
10.Aptitude and reasoning
Once in 2 months, 7 days Aptitude and reasoning classes will be conducted.
All batches students can attend. For every company written test, whatever
aptitude and reasoning required, completely we are covering in this
session. No extra fee for these classes.
11.Mock interviews and soft skills
In the classroom itself, we are identifying the students who are having less
communication to explain the subject. For those students, we are
conducting mock interviews and some kind of soft skills classes.
12.Placement guarantee
100% Job guarantee. After 2 months training, every student is allowed to
attend the drives. A student can attend any no of drives till he/she get
placed. If you are following regularly all the concepts in the training, then
100% you will be getting placed from us itself. We are interacting with
more than 100 companies. Every month, new companies are coming up.

Companies list provided at the end of this brochure.
13.Is there any pass out will be major criteria in the placements?
Absolutely no. There are several companies, which are considering
knowledge of Java rather than year of pass out. We placed even 2010
passed out also as a fresher.
14.Is there any educational percentages will be major criteria in the
placements?
Absolutely no. There are several companies, which are considering only
knowledge in Java rather than percentages in the education. We have
placed the students whose percentages are less than 60% in entire
education
15.What could be the package while placing through “Lara placement”?
It varies from company to company. We are ensuring minimum 10K per
month. But majority of the companies are paying minimum 2.5
Lakhs/annum to maximum even 6.00 Lakhs/annum.
16.OCJP (SCJP)
Our core java syllabus is very close to OCJP certification. No need of
additional preparation. Immediately after core java training, you can
attempt OCJP. Definitely you can score more than 90%. All OCJP previous
exam questions are covered in our lab manuals and exercises.
17.How many students might be in one batch?
Its depending on time of the batch. Roughly 80 to 100 students in one
batch. But you don’t require worrying about this. No student will get even
a single doubt. Our delivery will be with full of examples and chain of
dependencies. Same concept will be repeating again and again with various
examples.
18.Different types of batches and Fee structure
Two types of batches.
1. Regular (Every day including weekends)
2. Weekend (Saturday and Sunday)
For both the type of batches same fee. Fee : Rs. 15,000/- (Including tax)
Initially you have to attend 2 days demo classes in any batch before
registration. This is mandatory. You can switch over from one type of batch

to another. You can attend both type of batches also. After registering, you
can attend any no of batches in a day.
19.Reductions
1. For all referral students getting Rs. 500/- reduction. For this scheme, you
have to produce our golden Laraite ID card.
2. Student who scored minimum of 70% in entire education will be getting
1/3rd fee reduction. That is Rs. 5000/- reduction. While submitting fees,
you have to show original documents for verification.
20.Is there any chance of completing the course in the short period?
Students, who knows basics of programing can attend multiple batches in a
day and can complete the course in the short period itself. Other students
can attend one month only one batch to know the basics of programing,
afterwards can attend multiple batches in a day to complete the course in
the short period itself.
21.What kind of benefits to Fresher’s?
1. Main programing stream like Core Java, SQL, J2EE and frameworks
2. Logical coding which is very much required to fresher job interviews.
3. Aptitude and Reasoning which are very much essential to fresher
written tests.
4. Mock interviews, which are very much essential to the fresher as they
might have a fear on attending the interviews.
22.What kind of benefits to working professionals?
1. Main programing stream like Core Java, SQL, J2EE and frameworks.
2. More practical exposure as every concept is covering with more
examples.
3. Prototype developments in various skills will be helping to involve in any
project immediately.
4. At any moment, they can switch to weekend batches.
23. Academic projects to pursuing students.
We have a separate faculty for academic projects. He will be developing
and helping academic projects for all pursuing students. It will be additional
cost of Rs. 5,000/- All projects are DB interaction projects. Our faculty will
help you to develop the project on your own. We will not be providing

source code. You have to develop the code with our guidance. You can use
any skills like servlets/jsp or Spring/Hibernate. No separate admission only
to academic projects. Whoever joining the main course will be allowed to
take the admission for academic project development.
24. Course Completion Certificate (CCC)
After completing the course, you have to undergo a written test in entire
course syllabus and should secure minimum of 50% to get CCC. We conduct
CCC test on every weekend. If you fail to score minimum of 50%, then
prepare well and write once again after 2 weeks.
25. Can non computer student learn Java, J2EE and Frameworks from Lara?
Yes absolutely. Minimum graduation knowledge is highly sufficient to
understand. Our course is designed such a way like any graduate can
understand. You don’t require any pre computer knowledge. No need of
knowing C (or) C++ before learning Java.
26. Is it mandatory to write Lara exams by working students?
Yes. Whichever exams conducting in the convenient time of working
professionals are mandatory to write.

